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Abstract. In this work we present two video test data sets for the novel
computer vision (CV) task of out of distribution tracking (OOD track-
ing). Here, OOD objects are understood as objects with a semantic class
outside the semantic space of an underlying image segmentation algo-
rithm, or an instance within the semantic space which however looks de-
cisively different from the instances contained in the training data. OOD
objects occurring on video sequences should be detected on single frames
as early as possible and tracked over their time of appearance as long as
possible. During the time of appearance, they should be segmented as
precisely as possible. We present the SOS data set containing 20 video
sequences of street scenes and more than 1000 labeled frames with up
to two OOD objects. We furthermore publish the synthetic CARLA-
WildLife data set that consists of 26 video sequences containing up to
four OOD objects on a single frame. We propose metrics to measure the
success of OOD tracking and develop a baseline algorithm that efficiently
tracks the OOD objects. As an application that benefits from OOD track-
ing, we retrieve OOD sequences from unlabeled videos of street scenes
containing OOD objects.

Keywords: Computer vision, video, data sets, out of distribution.

1 Introduction

Semantic segmentation decomposes the pixels of an image into segments that
adhere to a pre-defined set of semantic classes. In recent years, using fully con-
volutional deep neural networks [48] and training on publicly available data sets
[14,18,28,68,29,82], this technology has undergone a remarkable learning curve.
Recent networks interpret street scenes with a high degree of precision [17,78].

When semantic segmentation is used in open world scenarios, like in auto-
mated driving as area of application, objects could be present on images, which
adhere to none of the semantic classes the network has been trained on and
therefore force an error. Such objects from outside the network’s semantic space
form a specific class of out of distribution (OOD) objects. Naturally, it is de-
sirable that the segmentation algorithm identifies such objects and abstains a
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decision on the semantic class for those pixels that are covered by the OOD
object. At the same time, this additional requirement should not much deteri-
orate the performance on the primary segmentation task, if no OOD object is
present. In other cases, an OOD object might be from a known class, however
with an appearance that is very different from the objects of the same class in
the training data, so that a stable prediction for this object is unrealistic. Also
in this case, an indication as OOD object is preferable over the likely event of
a misclassification. The computer vision (CV) task to mark the pixels of both
kinds of objects can be subsumed under the notion of OOD segmentation. See
[22,10,11,16,15,31,32,55,54] for recent contributions to this emerging field.

In many applications, images do not come as single frames, but are embedded
in video sequences. If present, OOD objects occur persistently on subsequent
frames. Tracking of OOD objects therefore is the logical next step past OOD
segmentation. This ideally means identifying OOD objects in each frame on
which they are present and give them a persistent identifier from the frame of
first occurrence to the frame in which the OOD object leaves the image.

In this article we introduce the novel task of OOD tracking as a hybrid CV
task inheriting from the established fields of OOD detection, OOD segmenta-
tion and object tracking. CV tasks often are dependent on suitable data sets,
and OOD tracking is no exception in this regard. As our main contribution,
we present two new labeled data sets of video sequences that will support the
research effort in this field. The Street Obstacle Sequences (SOS) data set is a
real world data set that contains more than 1,000 single frames in 20 video se-
quences containing one or two labeled OOD objects on streets along with further
meta information, like distance or object ID. The SOS data set thus allows to
evaluate the success of OOD tracking quantitatively for different kinds of OOD
objects. As a second data set, we present CARLA-WildLife (CWL), a synthetic
data set that consists of 26 fully annotated frames from the CARLA driving
simulator in which a number of OOD objects from the Unreal Engine [27] col-
lection of free 3D assets are introduced. Each frame in these video sequences
contains in between 1 and 4 OOD instances. The meta data is consistent with
SOS. In addition, the labeling policy is largely consistent with the single frame
based road obstacle track in the SegmentMeIfYouCan benchmark [15]. Thereby,
both data sets will also support standard OOD segmentation benchmarks. As
a second contribution, we propose numerous metrics that can systematically
measure the success of an OOD tracking algorithm. As a third contribution,
we provide a first baseline that combines single frame OOD segmentation with
tracking of segments. Using a single frame Nvidia DeepLabV3+ as a single frame
segmentation network, we employ entropy maximization training for OOD seg-
mentation with meta-classification to reduce the number of false positive OOD
objects, following [16]. We then track the obtained OOD masks over the video
sequences using an adjusted version of the light-weight tracking algorithm based
on semantic masks introduced in [58,59,57]. We hope that this simple baseline
will motivate researchers to develop their own OOD tracking algorithms and
compare performance against our baseline.
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It remains to show that OOD tracking is useful. Here we present an example
from the context of automated driving and apply OOD tracking on the unsuper-
vised retrieval of OOD objects. To this purpose, we combine our OOD tracking
baseline with feature extractor based on DenseNet [42]. For each detected OOD
object, we obtain a time series of feature vectors on which we employ a low
dimensional embedding via the t-SNE algorithm [60]. Here the time series view-
point makes it easy to clean the data and avoid false positives, e.g. by setting a
filter to the minimum length. Clustering of similar objects, either on the basis
of frames or on time series meta-clusters then enables the retrieval of previously
unseen objects [69,77]. We apply this on the SOS and the CWL data sets as
well as on self-recorded unlabeled data that contains OOD road obstacles. This
provides a first method that enables the unsupervised detection of potentially
critical situations or corner cases related to OOD objects from video data. The
source code is publicly available at https://github.com/kmaag/OOD-Tracking
and the datasets at https://zenodo.org/communities/buw-ood-tracking/.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 relates our work with existing
OOD data sets as well as approaches in OOD segmentation, object tracking
and object retrieval. The following section 3 introduces our data sets for OOD
tracking in street scenes and details on our labeling policy. In section 4, we intro-
duce a set of metrics to measure the success of OOD segmentation, tracking and
clustering, respectively. The experiments are presented in section 5 consisting
of the method description, i.e., details of our OOD segmentation backbone, the
tracking algorithm for OOD objects as well as OOD retrieval, and numerical
results for the SOS as well as the CWL data set. Our findings are summarized
in section 6, where we also shortly comment on future research directions.

2 Related Work

OOD Data Sets OOD detection in the field of CV is commonly tested by sepa-
rating entire images that originate from different data sources. This includes e.g.
separating MNIST [49] from FashionMNIST [80], NotMNIST [12], or Omniglot
[46], and, as more complex task, separating CIFAR-10 [45] from SVHN [30] or
LSUN [83]. Other data sets specifically designed to OOD detection in semantic
segmentation are for instance Fishyscapes [10] and CAOS [38]. These two data
sets either rely on synthetic data or generate OOD examples by excluding certain
classes during model training. To overcome the latter limitations, data sets such
as LostAndFound [71], RoadAnomaly [55], and also RoadObstacle21 [15] include
images containing real OOD objects appearing in real world scenes. To this end,
the established labeling policy of the semantic segmentation data set Cityscapes
[18] serves as basis to decide whether an object is considered as OOD or not.
However, all the outlined OOD data sets are based on single frames only. Al-
though CAOS [38], LostAndFound [71], and RoadObstacle21 [15] include several
images in the same scenes, they do not provide video sequences with (annotated)
consecutive frames. In particular, mainly due to the labeling effort, none of the
real world data sets provides a sufficient density of consecutive frames such that
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tracking of OOD objects could be applied and evaluated properly. One such but
synthetic data set is StreetHazards [38]. This latter data set, however, mostly
contains street scenes with OOD objects appearing in safety-irrelevant locations
such as the background of the scene or in non-driveable areas.

In this work, we provide two novel video data sets with OOD objects on the
road as region of interest. Therefore, our data sets can be understood to tackle
the safety-relevant problem of obstacle segmentation [15]. While one of these
two data sets consists of real-world images only, the other consists of synthetic
ones. Both data sets include multiple sequences with pixel level annotations of
consecutive frames, which for the first time enable tracking of OOD objects.

OOD Segmentation OOD detection on image data was first tackled in the
context of image classification. Methods such as [39,50,51,37,63] have proven
to successfully identify entire OOD images by lowering model confidence scores.
These methods can be easily extended to semantic segmentation by treating each
pixel individually, forming common baselines for OOD detection in semantic
segmentation [1,9], i.e., OOD segmentation. In particular, many of these OOD
detection approaches are intuitively based on quantifying prediction uncertainty.
This can also be accomplished e.g. via Monte-Carlo dropout [26] or an ensemble
of neural networks [47,34], which has been extended to semantic segmentation
in [3,44,65]. Another popular approach is training for OOD detection [21,40,63],
which includes several current state-of-the-art works on OOD segmentation such
as [8,16,7,22,32]. This type of approach relies on incorporating some kind of
auxiliary training data, not necessarily real-world data, but disjoint from the
original training data. In this regard, the most promising methods are based on
OOD training samples generated by generative models as extensively examined
in [19,66,55,79,54].

All existing methods are developed to operate on single frames. In this present
work, we aim at investigating how such OOD segmentation methods could be
extended to operate on video sequences with OOD objects appearing in multiple
consecutive frames.

Object Tracking In applications such as automated driving, tracking multi-
ple objects in image sequences is an important computer vision task [64]. In
instance segmentation, the detection, segmentation and tracking tasks are often
performed simultaneously in terms of extending the Mask R-CNN network by an
additional branch [6,81] or by building a variational autoencoder architecture on
top [52]. In contrast, the tracking-by-detection methods first perform segmenta-
tion and then tracking using for example a temporal aggregation network [43] or
the MOTSNet [72]. In addition, a more light-weight approach is presented in [13]
based on the optical flow and the Hungarian algorithm. The tracking method
introduced in [59] serves as a post-processing step, i.e., is independent of the
instance segmentation network, and is light-weight solely based on the overlap
of instances in consecutive frames. A modified version of this algorithm is used
for semantic segmentation in [58].
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Despite all the outlined works on object tracking, none of them were de-
veloped for OOD objects. In this present work, we therefore extend the post-
processing method for tracking entire segments in semantic segmentation, that
has originally been proposed in [58], to the unprecedented task of tracking OOD
objects in image sequences.

Object Retrieval Retrieval methods in general tackle the task of seeking re-
lated samples from a large database corresponding to a given query. Early works
in this context aim to retrieve images that match best a query text or vice versa
[41,2,33,62]. Another sub task deals with content-based image retrieval, which
can be sub-categorized into instance- and category level retrieval. This is, given
a query image depicting an object or scene, retrieving images representing the
same object/scene or objects/scenes of the same category, respectively. To this
end, these images must satisfy some similarity criteria based on some abstract
description. In a first approach called QBIC [25], images are retrieved based
on (global) low level features such as color, texture or shape. More advanced
approaches utilize local level features [4,56], still they cannot fully address the
problem of semantic gap [75], which describes the disparity between different
representation systems [36]. Recent methods such as [67,61] apply machine/deep
learning to learn visual features directly from the images instead of using hand-
crafted features.

In this work, we do not directly retrieve images for some given query image,
but instead we cluster all objects/images that are contained in our database
based on their visual similarity, as it has been proposed in [69]. This particularly
includes OOD objects. We extend this described single frame based approach
to video sequences, i.e., we enhance the effectiveness by incorporating tracking
information over multiple frames.

3 Data Sets

As already discussed in section 2, in general there is a shortage of data sets
that are dedicated to OOD detection in semantic segmentation. In particular,
at the time of writing, there does not exist any OOD segmentation data set
containing annotated video sequences. We therefore introduce the Street Obstacle
Sequences (SOS), CARLA-WildLife (CWL) and Wuppertal Obstacle Sequences
(WOS) data sets. Example images and more details can be found in appendix A.

3.1 Street Obstacle Sequences

The SOS data set contains 20 real-world video sequences in total. The given
scenes are shown from a perspective of a vehicle that is approaching objects
placed on the street, starting from a distance of 20 meters to the street obstacle.
The outlined street obstacles are chosen such that they could cause hazardous
street scenarios. Moreover, each object corresponds to a class that is semantically
OOD according to the Cityscapes labeling policy [18]. In SOS, there are 13
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(a) Street Obstacle Sequences (b) CARLA-WildLife

Fig. 1: Some exemplary OOD objects from our (a) SOS and (b) CWL data sets.

different object types, which include e.g. bags, umbrellas, balls, toys, or scooters,
cf. also fig. 1(a). They represent potential causes of hazardous street scenarios,
making their detection and localization particularly crucial in terms of safety.

Each sequence in SOS was recorded at a rate of 25 frames per second, of
which every eighth frame is labeled. This yields a total number of 1,129 pixel-
accurately labeled frames. As region of interest, we restrict the segmentation to
the drivable area, i.e., the street. Consequently, SOS contains two classes, either

1) street obstacle / OOD , or 2) street / not OOD .

Note that image regions outside the drivable area are labeled as void and are
ignored during evaluation.

Given the unique density of consecutive annotated frames, SOS allows for
proper evaluation of tracking OOD objects besides their detection and pixel level
localization. In this way, SOS facilitates the approach to the novel and practically
relevant CV task of combining object tracking and OOD segmentation.

For a more in-depth evaluation, we further provide meta data to each obstacle
in the SOS data set. This includes information such as the size of an object and
their distance to the camera. In this regard, the size is approximated by the
number of annotated pixels and the distance by markings on the street.

3.2 CARLA-WildLife

Since the generation of the SOS data set is time consuming and the selection of
diverse real-world OOD objects is limited in practice, we additionally introduce
a synthetic data set for OOD detection offering a large variety of OOD object
types. The main advantage of synthetic data is that they can be produced in-
expensively with accurate pixel-wise labels of full scenes, besides being able to
manipulate the scenes as desired.

By adding freely available assets from Unreal Engine 4 [27] to the driving
simulation software CARLA [23], we generate sequences in the same fashion as
the SOS data set that we provide in the additional CWL data set. It contains
26 synthetic video sequences recorded at a rate of 10 frames per second with 18
different object types placed on the streets of CARLA. The objects include e.g.
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dogs, balls, canoes, pylons, or bags, cf. also fig. 1(b). Again, the objects were
chosen based on whether they could cause hazardous street scenarios. Since
these objects are not included in the standard set of semantic labels provided by
CARLA, each object type is added as extra class retroactively. In addition to the
semantic segmentation based on the Cityscapes labeling policy (and including
the OOD class), CWL further provides instance segmentation, i.e., individual
OOD objects of the same class can be distinguished within each frame, and
tracking information, i.e., the same object instance can be identified over the
course of video frames. Moreover, we provide pixel-wise distance information for
each frame of entire sequences as well as aggregated depth information per OOD
object depicting the shortest distance to the ego-vehicle.

3.3 Wuppertal Obstacle Sequences

While the SOS data set considers video sequences where the camera moves to-
wards the static OOD objects located on the street, we provide additional moving
OOD objects in the WOS data set. It contains 44 real-world video sequences
recorded from the viewpoint of a moving vehicle. The moving objects are mostly
dogs, rolling or bouncing balls, skateboards or bags and were captured with ei-
ther a static or a moving camera. This data set comes without labels and is used
for test purposes for our OOD tracking and retrieval application.

4 Performance Metrics

In this section, we describe the performance metrics for the task of OOD tracking,
i.e., OOD segmentation and object tracking, as well as clustering.

4.1 OOD Segmentation

Hereafter, we assume that the OOD segmentation model provides pixel-wise
OOD scores s for a pixel discrimination between OOD and not OOD, see also
section 3. As proposed in [15], the separability of these pixel-wise scores is eval-
uated using the area under the precision recall curve (AuPRC) where precision
and recall values are varied over some score thresholds τ ∈ R applied to s. Fur-
thermore, we consider the false positive rate at 95% true positive rate (FPR95)
as safety critical evaluation metric. This metric indicates how many false positive
errors have to be made to achieve the desired rate of true positive predictions.

As already implied, the final OOD segmentation is obtained by thresholding
on s. In practice, it is crucial to detect and localize each single OOD object.
For this reason, we evaluate the OOD segmentation quality on segment level.
To this end, we consider a connected component of pixels sharing the same class
label in a segmentation mask as segment. From a practitioner’s point of view,
it is often sufficient to only recognize a fraction of OOD objects to detect and
localize them. As quality measure to decide whether one segment is considered
as detected, we stick to an adjusted version of the segment-wise intersection
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over union (sIoU ) as introduced in [73]. Then, given some detection threshold
κ ∈ [0, 1), the number of true positive (TP ), false negative (FN) and false
positive (FP ) segments can be computed. These quantities are summarized by
the F1 = 2TP/(2TP + FN + FP ) score, which represents a metric for the
segmentation quality (for some fixed score threshold κ). As the numbers of TP ,
FN and FP depend on the detection threshold κ, we additionally average the F1

score over different κ. This yields F̄1 as our main evaluation metric on segment
level as it is less affected by the detection threshold.

For a more detailed description of the presented performance metrics for
OOD segmentation, we refer to [15].

4.2 Tracking

To evaluate OOD object tracking, we use object tracking metrics such as mul-
tiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA) and precision (MOTP) as performance
measures [5]. MOTA is based on three error ratios: the ratio of false positives,
false negatives and mismatches (mme) over the total number of ground truth
objects in all frames. A mismatch error is defined as the ID change of two pre-
dicted objects that are matched with the same ground truth object. MOTP
is the averaged distance between geometric centers of matched pairs of ground
truth and predicted objects.

For the tracking measures introduced in [64], all ground truth objects of an
image sequence are identified by different IDs and denoted by GT . These are
divided into three cases: mostly tracked (MT ) if it is tracked for at least 80%
of frames (whether the object was detected or not), mostly lost (ML) if it is
tracked for less than 20%, else partially tracked (PT ). These common multiple
object tracking metrics are created for the object detection task using bounding
boxes and also applicable to instance segmentation. Thus, we can apply these
measures to our detected OOD objects without any modification.

Moreover, we consider the tracking length metric lt which counts the num-
ber of all frames where a ground truth object is tracked divided by the total
number of frames where this ground truth object occurs. In comparison to the
presented metrics which require ground truth information in each frame, the
tracking length additionally uses non-annotated frames if present. Note that we
find this case within the SOS data set where about every eighth frame is la-
beled. To this end, we consider frames t, . . . , t + i, i > 1, with available labels
for frames t and t+ i. If the ground truth object in frame t has a match and the
corresponding tracking ID of the predicted object occurs in consecutive frames
t+ 1, . . . , t+ i− 1, we increment the tracking length.

4.3 Clustering

The evaluation of OOD object clusters Ci ∈ {C1, . . . , Cn}, which contain the
two-dimensional representatives of the segments k of OOD object predictions,
depends on the differentiation level of these objects. We consider an instance
level and a semantic level based on object classes. Let Y = {1, . . . , q} and
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YID = {1, . . . , p} denote the set of semantic class and instance IDs, respec-
tively. For some given OOD segment k, yk and yIDk correspond to the ground
truth class and instance ID with which k has the highest overlap. On instance
level, we aspire that OOD objects which belong to the same instance in an im-
age sequence are contained in the same cluster. This is, we compute the relative
amount of OOD objects per instance in the same cluster,

CSinst =
1

p

p∑

i=1

max
C∈{C1,...,Cn}

|{k ∈ C | yIDk = i}|

∑
C∈{C1,...,Cn}

|{k ∈ C | yIDk = i}|
∈ [0, 1] , (1)

averaged over all instances. On a semantic level, we pursue two objectives. The
first concerns the semantic class impurity of the clusters,

CSimp =
1

n

n∑

i=1

|{yk|k ∈ Ci}| ∈ [1, q] , (2)

averaged over all clusters Ci ∈ {C1, . . . , Cn}. Secondly, we aspire a low fragmen-
tation of classes into different clusters

CSfrag =
1

q

q∑

i=1

|{C ∈ {C1, . . . , Cn}|∃k ∈ C : yk = i}| , (3)

i.e., ideally, each class constitutes exactly one cluster. Here, we average over the
semantic classes in Y.

5 Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the methods which we use for OOD segmenta-
tion, tracking as well as retrieval and second, we show the numerical and quali-
tative results on our two main data sets, SOS and CWL. Qualitative results on
OOD object retrieval from the WOS data set are given in the appendix.

5.1 Method

Our method consists of the CV tasks OOD segmentation and object tracking.
For OOD segmentation, we consider the predicted region of interest and the
entropy heatmap obtained by a semantic segmentation network. Via entropy
thresholding, the OOD objects are created and the prediction quality is assessed
by meta classification in order to discard false positive OOD predictions. In
the next step, the OOD objects are tracked in an image sequence to generate
tracking IDs. Furthermore, we study the retrieval of detected OOD objects using
tracking information. An overview of our method is shown in fig. 2.

OOD Object Segmentation For the segmentation of OOD objects, we use
the publicly available segmentation method that has been introduced in [16]. In
the latter work, a DeepLabV3+ model [84], initially trained on Cityscapes [18],
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input image

region of interest

entropy heatmap

OOD prediction

OOD tracking

2D embedding

Fig. 2: Overview of our method. The input image is fed into a semantic seg-
mentation network to extract the region of interest (here road) and the entropy
heatmap. The resulting OOD prediction is used to produce the tracking IDs and
a 2D embedding.

has been extended to OOD segmentation by including auxiliary OOD samples
extracted from the COCO data set [53]. To this end, the model has been trained
for high softmax entropy responses on the induced known unknowns (provided by
COCO), which showed generalization capabilities with respect to truly unknown
objects available in data sets such as LostAndFound [71] and RoadObstacle21
[15]. This outlined method is applied to single frames and utilizes the pixel-wise
softmax entropy as OOD score.

Further, we apply meta classification [73,74] to OOD object predictions for
the purpose of reducing false positive OOD indications. These false positives
are identified by means of hand-crafted metrics, which are in turn based on
dispersion measures like entropy as well as geometry and location information,
see also [16]. These hand-crafted metrics form a structured data set where the
rows correspond to predicted segments and the columns to features. Given this
meta data set, we employ logistic regression with L1-penalty on the weights
(LASSO [76]) as post-processing (meta) model to remove false positive OOD
object predictions, without requiring ground truth information at run time.

For more details on the construction of the structured data set, we refer
the reader to [73,74]. An illustration of the single steps of the OOD object
segmentation method can be found in fig. 3.

OOD Object Tracking In this section, we present the light-weight tracking
approach that we use to track predicted OOD objects. This method has originally
been introduced for semantic segmentation in [58] and does not require any
training as it is an heuristic solely based on the overlap of OOD objects in
consecutive frames. We assume that an OOD object segmentation is available
for each frame x, as e.g. described in section 5.1. The idea of employing this
tracking method is to match segments based on their overlap (measured by the
segment-wise intersection over union, shorthand IoU ) and proximity of their
geometric centers in consecutive frames.
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ground truth entropy heatmap OOD segmentation final prediction

Fig. 3: Segmentation of OOD objects (orange in ground truth) on the street via
entropy thresholding & prediction quality rating via meta classification (green
corresponds to a high confidence of being a correct OOD object prediction, red
to a low one), resulting in final prediction mask.

We apply the tracking approach sequentially to each frame x ∈ {xt}
T
t=1 of an

image sequence of length T . In more detail, the segments in the first frame, i.e.,
t = 1, are assigned with random IDs. Then, for each of the remaining frames
t, t > 1, the segments are matched with the segment IDs of its respective previous
frame t − 1. To this end, we use a tracking procedure consisting of five steps,
which we will briefly describe in what follows. For a detailed description, we
refer the reader to [58]. In step 1, OOD segments that are predicted in the same
frame are aggregated by means of their distance. In steps 2 and 3, segments
are matched if their geometric centers are close together or if their overlap is
sufficiently large in consecutive frames, respectively. In step 4, linear regression
is used to account for “flashing” segments (over a series of consecutive frames)
or temporarily occluded as well as non-detected ones, i.e., false negatives. As
final step 5, segments are assigned new IDs in case they have not received any
in the steps 1-4 of the matching process.

OOD Object Retrieval On top of the segmentation and tracking of OOD
objects, we perform a method similar to content-based image retrieval in order to
form clusters of the OOD objects that constitute novel semantic concepts. To this
end we adapt an existing approach [69,77] to video sequences by incorporating
the tracking information which we obtain e.g. as described in section 5.1. This
is, we require the tracking information to be available for each frame x and
apply OOD object retrieval as a post-processing step which does not depend on
the underlying semantic segmentation network nor on the OOD segmentation
method but on given OOD segmentation masks.

For each frame x and OOD segment k ∈ K̂(x), let ŷIDk denote the predicted
tracking ID. To diminish the number of the false positives, we only cluster pre-
dicted segments that are tracked over multiple frames of an image sequence
{xt}

T
t=1, based on some length parameter ℓ ∈ N Further, each frame x is tai-

lored to boxes around the remaining OOD segments k, which are vertically
bounded by the pixel locations min(zv,zh)∈k zv and max(zv,zh)∈k zv, horizontally
by min(zv,zh)∈k zh and max(zv,zh)∈k zh. Image clustering usually takes place in a
lower dimensional latent space due to the curse of dimensionality. To this end,
the image patches are fed into an image classification ResNet152 [35] (without
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Table 1: OOD object segmentation, tracking and clustering results for the SOS
and the CWL data set.

data set AuPRC ↑ FPR95 ↓ F̄1 ↑ MOTA ↑ mme ↓ MOTP ↓ GT MT PT ML lt ↑
SOS 85.56 1.26 35.84 −0.0826 0.0632 12.3041 26 9 14 3 0.5510
CWL 79.54 1.38 45.46 0.4043 0.0282 16.4965 62 24 30 8 0.5389

without tracking (ℓ = 0) with tracking (ℓ = 10)
data set CSinst ↑ CSimp ↓ CSfrag ↓ CSinst ↑ CSimp ↓ CSfrag ↓
SOS 0.8652 2.5217 2.8182 0.8955 1.7917 1.9091
CWL 0.8637 2.8181 2.2500 0.8977 2.1739 1.8000

its final classification layer) trained on ImageNet [20], which produces feature
vectors of equal size regardless of the input dimension. These features are pro-
jected into a low-dimensional space by successively applying two dimensional-
ity reduction techniques, namely principal component analysis (PCA [70]) and
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE [60]). As final step, the re-
trieved OOD object predictions are clustered in the low-dimensional space, e.g.,
via the DBSCAN clustering algorithm [24].

5.2 Numerical Results

In this section, we present the numerical results on the novel task of OOD
tracking. To this end, we apply simple baseline methods introduced in section 5.1
on two labeled data sets of video sequences (SOS and CWL) and motivate the
usefulness of OOD tracking using an unsupervised retrieval of OOD objects in
the context of automated driving.

OOD Segmentation For OOD segmentation, we apply the method described
in section 5.1, which provides pixel-wise softmax entropy heatmaps as OOD
scores (see fig. 3 (center left)). The pixel-wise evaluation results for the SOS
and the CWL data sets are given in table 1 considering AuPRC and FPR95 as
metrics (section 4.1). We achieve AuPRC scores of 85.56% and 79.54% as well
as FPR95 scores of 1.26% and 1.38% on SOS and CWL, respectively.

To obtain the OOD segmentation given some input image, thresholding is
applied to the softmax entropy values. We choose the threshold τ by means of
hyperparameter optimization, yielding τ = 0.72 for SOS and τ = 0.81 for CWL.

As next step, meta classification is used as post-processing to reduce the
number of false positive OOD segments. We train the model on one data set and
evaluate on the other one, e.g. for experiments on SOS the meta classification
model is trained on CWL. The corresponding F̄1 scores on segment level are
shown in table 1. The higher F̄1 score of 45.46% is obtained for the CWL data
set indicating that training the meta model on SOS and testing it on CWL is
more effective than vice versa. In addition, we provide results for a different
meta classification model which is trained and evaluated per leave-one-out cross
validation on the respective data set, see appendix B. In fig. 3, an example image
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Fig. 4: Left : Discretized distance between ground truth objects and camera vs.
mean IoU over all object types of the SOS and the CWL data set, respectively.
The dot size is proportional to mean segment size. Right : Clustering of OOD
segments predicted for the CWL data set with min. tracking frequency ℓ = 10.

of our OOD segmentation method is presented. The final prediction mask after
entropy thresholding and meta classification contains only true OOD objects. In
appendix C and appendix D, more numerical results evaluated for depth binnings
and on individual OOD classes are presented, respectively.

OOD Tracking Building upon the OOD segmentation masks obtained, in this
subsection we report OOD tracking results. We consider several object tracking
metrics (see section 4.2) shown in table 1 for the SOS and CWL data set. We
observe a comparatively low MOTA performance for the SOS data set. The
underlying reason is a high number of false positive segments that are accounted
for in this metric, as also shown in the detection metric F̄1.

Furthermore, most of the ground truth objects are at least partially tracked,
only 3 out of 26 and 8 out of 62 ground truth objects are largely lost out for SOS
and CWL, respectively. Analogously, in fig. 4, we observe that most ground truth
objects are matched with predicted ones for the SOS data set. This plot shows
the correlation between the IoU (of ground truth and predicted objects) and the
distance of the ground truth objects to the camera as we provide meta data like
depth for our data sets. We observe for both data sets that the IoU increases
with decreasing distances, the only exception are very short distance objects to
the ego-car for the CWL data set. Moreover, we provide video sequences4 that
visualize the final OOD segmentation and object tracking results. In appendix D,
more numerical results evaluated on individual OOD classes are presented.

Retrieval of OOD Objects Finally, we evaluate the clustering of OOD seg-
ments obtained by the OOD object segmentation method introduced in sec-
tion 5.1. In table 1, we report the clustering metrics CSinst, CSimp and CSfrag

4 https://youtu.be/ DbV8XprDmc
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(see section 4.3) with (ℓ = 10) and without (ℓ = 0) incorporating the OOD
tracking information, respectively. For both, the CWL and the SOS data set, all
clustering metrics improve when applying the OOD tracking as a pre-processing
step. A reason for this is, that the tracking information “tidies up” the em-
bedding space, e.g. by removing noise, which enhances the performance of the
clustering algorithm. For CWL (with 18 object types), 1266/1026 OOD segments
are clustered into 22/23 clusters without/with using tracking results, for SOS
(with 13 object types), we obtain 23/24 clusters which contain 1437/888 OOD
segments in total. For the clustering, we applied the DBSCAN algorithm with
hyperparameters ε = 4.0 and minPts = 15. In fig. 4, we exemplarily visualize
the clustered embedding space for the CWL data set with ℓ = 10. The remain-
ing visualizations as well as additional results for the second meta classification
model are provided in appendix B. Furthermore, we visualize some clustering
results for the WOS data set in appendix E. As WOS comes without labels, we
do not report any evaluation metrics, but provide some visualizations for the 5
largest clusters.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

We created a baseline for the CV task of tracking OOD objects by (a) publishing
two data sets with 20 (SOS) and 26 (CWL) annotated video sequences containing
OOD objects on street scenes and (b) presenting an OOD tracking algorithm that
combines frame-wise OOD object segmentation on single frames with tracking
algorithms. We also proposed a set of evaluation metrics that permit to measure
the OOD tracking efficiency. As an application, we retrieved new, previously
unlearned objects from video data of urban street scenes.

To go beyond this baseline, several directions of research seem to be promis-
ing. First, OOD segmentation on video data could benefit from 3D CNN acting
on the spatial and temporal dimension, rather than combining 2D OOD segmen-
tation with tracking. However, at least for those OOD segmentation algorithms
that involve OOD training data, new and specific video data sets would be re-
quired. Similarly, genuine video sequence based retrieval algorithms should be
developed to improve our revival baseline. Such algorithms could prove useful to
enhance the coverage of urban street scenes in training data sets for AI-based
perception in automated driving.
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